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I intended to go through various Christian sites and social media pages in order to collect for you a massive amount
of their lunatic statements, phrases and beliefs – but, I will be very honest here – I saved some, but I just couldn’t
finish the job. I had to think about my own health and seeing all the idiocy made me worried about my anger, blood
pressure and various other things. Then I thought I’d do an article on “Chrestus”, but I see that Charles already
covered that subject on his Truth Hertz radio show – Jesus the Jewish Terrorist and his fellow Jews destroying
Civilization wherever they go to.

And it sure as hell is true, isn’t it?  Wherever we find the presence of Jews and the Bible in its various forms –
Civilizations disappear. They are gone with the wind – something that lasted for thousands of years manages to get
destroyed within 1 generation – why? Well, Jews brainwashed the entire Nation and lowered its stage of
intelligence, wisdom, consciousness, tribal union. It just has to break down. Everything has to die at that point. It’s
like taking out a plant, cutting off its roots and re-planting it. The plant is going to die, period.

Instead of learning from this pattern of dying Civilizations, we still let the Jews remain among us. We allow their
Book of Death Magic to be placed within our Societies : in Masonic Lodges, in Churches, in Justice Departments, in
Hotels, hell you can read them now on your phone, tablet, laptop – it is everywhere. And not only is it everywhere in
that one particular form – but we find its ideology and narrative within political movements such as Social
Democracy, Bolshevism and Communism; we find it in the New Age movement, we find it in various other so-called
Secret Societies. It has truly infected this planet beyond belief.

Hence why it is so important to neutralize the entire Jewish conquest of taking over the World from its
very source : their Bible and their very Existence.
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Alas, how does one help wake up a 2000 year old brainwashing? Well, one must be persistent and ignore the
hardship that is involved in succeeding in it – if I were to look at this difficult task and wonder what exactly it would
take me to achieve victory against this Jewish poison, I’d probably never even begin doing it. I’d find myself
demoralized from not only the advantage of Time they have, but also of the generations of people that have been
self-indoctrinating their own children with this infection. When that happens, when the lemmings poison themselves,
then the Jews have won over their minds. When the resistance to degeneracy fails, when the comprehension of right
and wrong, of logic, is entirely dismissed.

For example take a look at this image here, where it suggests to Christians not to look into any type or form of
astrology or astronomy. It must be the work of the Devil! This is, by the way, a commandment to Jews – to make
sure that no one on this planet actually looks into the Stars and Constellations. Those are sinners who have to be
killed. Meanwhile, the Vatican Church got a large telescope called “Lucifer” and is actually having annual
conferences on astrobiology – you can read more about it here. Surely it is just a happy misunderstanding, perhaps
even a cohen-cidence.

Then I stumbled upon this image, where we see Jesus the Jew hugging someone and some cute words from
Genesis. This right here shows you the intelligence of the average Christian – they quote a verse from Genesis
which has nothing whatsoever to do with Jesus and relate it to him anyways. And we wonder why they don’t
understand anything – it would seem that most Christians still do not know how to read . This entire passage in
the Bible is Yahweh talking to Abraham about how he’s gonna make him rule the fucking planet basically – but, rest
assured – the Christians seem to know better.

Context seems to be a very difficult scientific term for Christians.

Just as in this image right here, I mean come on – it is from Deuteronomy – the place where all Jewish laws are
basically given, where Jews have genocided several people and Nations in a row, killed all their women, children,
men and even the livestock. God had “given them those people unto them”, he “delivered them to the Jews” – and of
course, within Deuteronomy – it is said that whenever Jews are to own a particular land that the People, their
Culture, their Gods, should all be destroyed and killed. I wonder why that very same thing has happened and is still
happening to all White Nations where we find Jews?

Or, look at this one, which is from Psalms – and, if you remember – Psalms are the Scriptures in which it is said that
they will destroy all Nations surrounding them. All Nations. So, here we have a spin on that mission by telling us
that they will “sing their song” in all the Nations. Boy, that must be a particularly sick tune of Death, right? We have
said already  that “vibrations” are capable of changing the entire infrastructure of the Mind – therefore – having the
Jews sing among us is lethal and dangerous : their singing is primarily expressed nowadays through the Media –
ain’t that a charming sound? Notice also – the Psalms are the most beloved part of the Bible to Masons – should tell
you something.

This one is also particularly headache inducing, as nobody ever really explained to these Christian imbeciles what
their sin was in the first place. They made it up. Imagine that state of mind! Someone convincing you to feel guilty for
something that you have not done at all. Sounds like the Black Slave Trade, which the Jews did. Sounds like the
Holocaust, which never happened. You see, Jews tend to repeat this guilt pattern throughout history. You can
change the Christian “Sin” with any other Jewish version of “Sin” – it never changes. You must start looking for
these Jewish patterns and nothing else.

Once you identify the behavior of the Virus (the Jews), you will be able to recognize it everywhere.
And that should guide you through their bullshit. Always.
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To those of us who still have working Aryan brains, their patterns are becoming ever more self-evident. For example,
in Deuteronomy 7:6 we can read : For you are a people holy to the Lord your God. The Lord your God has chosen
you out of all the peoples on the face of the earth to be his people, his treasured possession. So, we have a group of
people walking among us who believe to be better than we are, yet at the same time are telling the rest of the Goyim
that we are all equal. Of course, from the Jewish perspective, we are all equal : we are all the same Cattle and
Animal to them. All these Liberal, Modern bullshit ideologies are viewpoints on life from the Jewish perspective.

This equality and diversity thing eventually accomplishes another commandment from the Jewish Bible which we
find a few verses later, in Deuteronomy 7:16 : You must destroy all the peoples the Lord your God gives over to you.
Do not look on them with pity and do not serve their gods, for that will be a snare to you. Never does it enter the
Mind of the average Christian that Jews have destroyed  their entire culture and are planning to literally genocide
their people. It never enters their Mind that the Jewish Semitic War God Yahweh might have “given over to the Jews”
the European people.

But, just a moment ago we had seen that Christians use Deuteronomy as some kind of Jesus reference, which just
goes to show us once more that they really, I mean really, do not know how to read or have a functioning brain
anymore. The Christian baptism where they water down the Jew into them is really a ritual of drowning – they finally
breathe again when we get them out of that indoctrination. Up until that point, they will always be stuck at certain
elements in life : the Jew will eventually whisper into their ear. There is another thing that the modern average
Christian does not comprehend :

Their main commandment is to love everyone else, no matter what they do to them. Love your
Enemy, love someone who murdered your child. And here comes the part which Christians ignore – if
they do not Love their Enemy, even if they are “Christian Nationalists” who hate Jews – they cannot
go to Heaven. Resist no Evil, my Christian Slave.

For a man to be intelligent and smart, he has to read a lot and research a lot. To become useful, he has to learn
many skills and become reliable. To be wise he has to ask many questions, think a lot, have many discussions –
with himself and others. To be materially safe, he has to secure his future. To be Spiritually developed, he has to
work on his Soul and Spirit as well.

Sounds perfectly logical, doesn’t it? You would never ever say that any of these statements are wrong or
ridiculous. But, then comes Christianity, the Bible, the Jewish God, the Jews themselves. You have to blindly believe
instead of developing your Spirituality. You must not be wise because God chose the fools to destroy the wise.

You must not have an inheritance or material security, you should really sell it all. Do not worry about the past or the
future, cut off all your roots and forget having any vision. You must not trust or believe in your own self – only in God
and his Will. You should still continue to labor though, but share with everyone else – even those who do not work –
because you are all One in Jesus the Jew anyways.

Within a few sentences we killed everything what began as a wise and sound intro.
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Isn’t it lovely therefore how every type of pride is regarded as normal, except for White Pride? You can be, hell it is
promoted, proud to be Black, Asian, Mexican, Jewish – but if there is even one White person standing up for his
own people, for his own Self, and saying that he is proud of all the accomplishments his people have done : then
you are immediately called a Racist, a Nazi, a Heretic so to speak.

There is a certain positive outlook on trying not to be proud – do not be proud to the point where you will never ever
try to become better. Pride is a killer of excellence and that is the only “hidden” message of the ancients. Be proud,
yes, but do not allow it to kill your creativity. One might even say here that you have to learn how and when to be
proud. You must earn what you have inherited, you must use your talent to make something even better with it. But,
do not get consumed with Pride in it because then you will stop developing it.

But, it is very hypocritical to claim that any kind of Pride is the root of Evil – especially since Christians are ever so
proud in their Jew the Jesus – oh, he was so wonderful!  He was so beautiful he looked like a European! Boy, would
I love there to exist a true image of Jesus the Jew, and wouldn’t it be extraordinary to find out that he was the ugliest
son of a bitch Jew to ever live on this planet? Anyways, we shall go now into more such Christian quotes, especially
early Christian fathers – after all – this entire fiasco began with them; surely they know what they were doing and we
should be able to go back to the beginning of the Jewish poison and find… wisdom in it.
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Deus Vult, you say? Yes, indeed. You may not even hurt your enemy or pay him back the same thing he did to you.
Someone killed your Wife? Well, that’s it then – it happened. Move on, you cannot hurt your enemy. After all, you
gotta Resist Evil and Love your Enemy. You should be willing to be slaughtered like the good sheep that you are –
do not defend yourself, for that might hurt someone. It is more lawful to be slain, my Christian brothers. Who then
defended Europe against Islamic conquest? Certainly not Christians – Europeans and Pagans in their Soul did.
Christians cannot defend, they must not defend themselves – so, even if there were some Christians who rallied
against invading forces : they are all in Hell now.

Your Nation has a flag? Well, that flag is doing competition for Jesus and that is obviously a no-no. You cannot
have any other symbol to die for, except Jesus – he is, after all – your only friend who is supposed to give you
commandments. You must not take orders from anyone else, no leader, no hierarchy exists, except Jesus. He tells
us more about it in John 15 : I am the vine; you are the branches. If you remain in me and I in you, you will bear
much fruit; apart from me you can do nothing. If you do not remain in me, you are like a branch that is thrown away
and withers; such branches are picked up, thrown into the fire and burned. So, if you do not follow him : die.

My command is this: Love each other as I have loved you. Greater love has no one than this: to lay down one’s life
for one’s friends. You are my friends if you do what I command. Die again. But, this time willingly as a good friend
who does what he commands from ye. How lovely, it melts away cheese. Abandon your Nations, your People, take
Jesus as your Lord and Savior and die for him because he is now your best friend forever! At least this early
Christian father said one thing we can agree upon : you have to be “converted” to become a Christian – no one is
born as such an abomination. Convert also means to change someone’s direction – what path have you been
walking upon, o Christian idiots?

One can already see people defending themselves against invading forces while various Christians are telling the
defenders to stop shooting arrows and allow those armies to march into their territory – surely God has sent those
murderers as a “test” for the Christians! They must convert them or die trying! And if they succeed, they shall all be
one in Christ Jesus and can then inter-marry and race-mix themselves out of existence.

I really cannot possibly understand how all ancient Empires and Civilizations collapsed with the Bible entering their
territory! I mean, so much Deus Vulting was going on – the Christians weren’t resisting any kind of aggression. It
surely must have been a cohen-cidence that Islam appeared after Europe had been Christianized for so long by
idiots such as these early Church fathers. On one side you have people who must not defend themselves, on the
other one you have people who must kill everyone. Why, I just can’t see the Jews behind this, can you?

You know this reminds me of another thing – Jews still to this day have a ritual in which they sacrifice a chicken
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which then cleanses them of all their Sins. There is a Chicken in the New testament which does the exact same
thing : Jesus. Do you think the Jews love the Chicken before they smack it around their head and finally kill it? They
retold their own ritual in a different way my friends. Anyways, let us continue :

These are the modern liberal White women – they get raped and feel sorry for the invading immigrant who raped
them. They allow a Negro immigrant into their house because he is a “refugee”, who then kills their daughter, and
they don’t even get mad at him. If you wonder therefore why our Society is so fucked up, it is because it is Christian
– it has a Christian mentality . No matter what horrible shit is done to our people, people as retarded as this bitch
right here, she sees no evil in them. She surrendered herself to the will of the Jewish God who has White Genocide
written all over his face. It’s like having a loaded gun and not shooting your executioner. Impressive.

I love how all of them are Saints – why they are so intelligent and wise – I almost feel like kneeling before them. This
might be something a modern day Christian might say as well : God is testing us with the immigration! It would
seem that God is just a constant fucking pain in the ass – there is never any peace around that lunatic. He is never
satisfied even after having killed his own supposed son to clean all sins – the Christian still believes – that more sins
have to be cleansed and tested. Read these two female quotes very carefully and understand that these are your
middle age liberal idiots who you hate nowadays in the 21st century.

I shall add here another important point : The term Racist had to be invented by the Jews in order to kill Europeans,
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but still keep Christians in check. What they should call every European is actually a Heretic – for we obviously deny
the idea that we are all one in Christ – we still see the differences and know that we are unique. By claiming to be
European, you hold to a pre-Christian idea – people, Volk and Race. With the coming of Christianity, Europe ceased
to exist.

Therefore, people like us will be labelled Racist, not Heretics. It divides us from Christians and doesn’t seemingly
affect them directly. Some Christians still feel nowadays like Europeans, therefore calling them heretics might cause
too much trouble. The Jew also knows that he will far easier brainwash the Christian back to pure Semitism after all
of the Europeans with a Voice are gone and dead. Because, as you read this article you will realize one thing – the
early and true Christians were anti-Nationalists. Besides, if no one has noticed so far  – Jews lead both
Christianity and Judaism – they control both “oppositions”.
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If you don’t feel like puking after reading this guy, then it is pretty much over for you. You are done, dead, gone, a
waste of oxygen. There is no way to help you anymore, you are beyond stupid and at that point only you can help
yourself if you have the mental capacity to inquire into something deep enough. Here we have this guy telling us that
Christians abandoned their states and renounced all the things the world offers – something that is indeed being
promoted by their religion as well. How can a Christian be a Nationalist?  You want to preserve your people?
What, are you connected to “earthly things”?  Well, then you can’t get into heaven. Even worse – you are a devil
worshiper – for Nations have their own Gods and protectors, even Demons! But, Yahweh, the tribal God of Israel –
he is cool.

Because of Christianity they live with other races and pray for their enemies. If you do not live as Christ has told you
: then you are not a real Christian. You got to not resist Evil, you got to sell all you have, leave no inheritance behind
to your Child, you may only call the Jewish God your Father. You taught your baby how to say “daddy”? Well,
your baby is going to hell now – I know it sucks – but you either live according to the rules of the Jew on a stick or
you don’t. There is no in between.

And a little bit of Communism and Social welfare never hurt anyone, now did it? What, you mean to say that non-
White immigration and all the benefits given to those people are ruining White Nations? Who are you, the anti-
Christ? You must share with every primitive tribe and Race out there – god created you all equally remember?
Nothing you own is yours, not even your Child – it is just a random human that God allowed to spawn – it happened
because he willed it. You are going to hell as a Christian if you think otherwise.

Ironically, no one tried to stop the death of Jesus in the story – but, now that he is dead – Christians just cannot see
other people get killed even if they are justly being put to death. What, you say this guy here went on a killing spree
and said he wanted to kill exclusively White people? Why, we must forgive him. Let the spirit of Jesus touch his soul
– forget about his victims – we must save those who are alive!

After all, Jesus said : Let the dead bury their dead: but go thou and preach the kingdom of God. At this point one
must wonder why so many cemeteries exist – it would seem that many Christians are not really good disciples of
Jesus, for they would not have the time to bury the dead otherwise. They should be preaching the kingdom of God
with millions of corpses lying around in houses, the streets, hospitals and so on. The smell would be heavenly.

But, Jesus said one more cute thing right after that : And another also said, Lord, I will follow thee; but let me first go
bid them farewell, which are at home at my house. And Jesus said unto him, No man, having put his hand to the
plough, and looking back, is fit for the kingdom of God. You cannot look back to your roots and your family – are you
a serious Christian or not? How will you enter the Communist Kingdom of the Jews if you still have a family?
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There is so much Deus Vulting going on that I am almost ready to pick up a sword and join the Christian army! Here
we see that even Roman Centurions became morons after getting Christianized. Picture that – a Roman Centurion
– a man of high honor, courage, discipline and love for Rome and his people – abandons all of it because he heard
of Jesus the Jew. It would seem that the only “real Christians” are the 21st century White Nationalist Christians – all
the other ones are crazy.

Well, surely those who were doing inquisitions and killing Europeans were crazy. Those who were torturing
our people, ripping off women’s breasts, killing people for owning cats, those must have been lunatics! The Church
commanded them – well, then the Church must have been mad as well! Only the 21st century Christians who
haven’t even read the Bible are the real ones. They have felt the special touch of Jesus the Jewish White Nationalist
who told them to close the borders.

Ah, but all those Christians who were converting and killing other Europeans – those were the good guys. After all,
they spread the poison and did a good job by doing so. Where would we be today, if not for Christianity! Why, we
would still be nourishing Slavic, Celtic, Germanic, Gaelic, Roman, Druidic, etc., culture. What a horrible thing that
would be. A nightmare.
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Imagine that, we just reminded ourselves of all the torture, burning and killing the Christians did – hell, the death of
Hypatia being one of the most disturbing ones – but, here we have a Church father telling us not to use any
violence. Ah, but it isn’t violence – they were delivering her soul and body from the Devil – they killed her to the
bones and then burned those to ashes as well. They really cleansed her.

After all, she should be ashamed for having been born as a woman at all. They should walk around like Muslims do
in order to not spread the devil around them by their mere presence. And you wonder why your cute Church isn’t
stopping Muslim immigration to Europe – they can’t wait to turn you into a fully Semitic society – because, at this
point in time – Europe has not yet learned how to be Semitic. We still are European, whether you understand this or
not. Besides, heaven is your only country : you have no Nation anymore.

And there is also no male nor female. You are all transgenders. Something which Jesus himself said as well : When
you make the two into one, and when you make the inner as the outer, and the upper as the lower, and when you
make male and female into a single one, so that the male shall not be male, and the female shall not be female: . . .
then you will enter [the kingdom]. From the sane perspective, this simply means to unite both aspects of the body,
but leave it to Christians and Jews to tell us we should be transgender and the following : it simply means that a
Christian brother should not think of a sister-Christian as female, nor the sister think of him as a male.

It would seem that God is trying to make all White European Nations saints. They sure are suffering right now under
heavy invasion of biological weapons of mass destruction. But, here you have a simple choice : you either follow the
early Christian fathers and become a passive faggot who doesn’t defend himself or his people – or – you become a
Jesuit and Church follower who does whatever the Church says even if it is wrong. It is a cohen-cidence that Jews
control both the Church and the Jesuits, of course, and besides – you are all One in Christ anyways – these Jews
converted to Jesus, so they are better than your average European Pagan.
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See, Europe is not European. In fact, something labelled Europe does not exist – we are having illusions, my
friends. Could it be true, the Jew science, which tells us that everything is an illusion, nothing exists at all, we are
just random vibrations – this reality is a dream – but Jews are God’s chosen people and must create Greater Israel.
Everything else of course is an Illusion.

So, here you have an early important Christian telling you that there are no borders, no nations, nothing that you
actually possess – it is all common good – delivered of course by God. Communism? Never heard of it. Such
fantastic and honorable White Christian Nationalists – why – many of them should be our Idols. One cannot go
wrong by following their Wisdom. Why, it even says so in the Bible : click.

The problem is that Europeans were like this to each other always – especially the Nordic ones – we shared with
each other, helped each other, we weren’t as materialistically mad as Semites were – but, Jews used that Nature of
ours and turned it into weapon against us. Our good Nature is killing us because we have been duped into believing
that an African Somalian is our Equal with whom we should share everything in common – even our daughters.
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Hey, this one sounds like Justin Trudeau : if you kill your enemies they win. Again, Christian mentality is destroying
all European Nations. It has simply re-labelled itself and hidden in different forms throughout the ages. And fuck me
do they keep on hating women – they are a necessary evil, he says! I wonder how the ancient philosophies and
literature managed to vanish – could it have something to do with Christians destroying it all? Wouldn’t that be
using force? Wouldn’t that be “killing culture”? Ah, but of course – those are earthly things – and Christians do not
give a fuck about those.

We are to be like the bees he describes – to slave labor for others – indeed we are doing this today. We are working
our assess off to pay for all the free shit non-Whites and the Jews get. Christians should actually feel blessed and
beloved by Yahweh – they should be getting orgasms all day long for being such happy little bees who work for their
Jewish Queen.

Finally, his last comment is crucial – isn’t it? The Christian belongs to nothing else but Jerusalem  – you have no
other family, no other nation, no other profession – you are a believer whose place is in Jerusalem. You are a
Semite who loves Jews and Yahweh, who can’t wait for Jesus to return and to establish a Communistic Kingdom on
Earth ruled by the Jews. I don’t know actually who I hate more – the modern day Christians or the old ones – they
sure are making it a though decision.

The Christian mentality, right here man. This guy is the embodiment of masochism – and, as we have seen so far –
all Christians are basically ethno-masochists, a term quite popular in the Movement against White genocide. Well,
Ignatius must have been a good friend of Jesus, just like these guys here – who probably all willingly killed
themselves for Jesus after the performance :

Imagine a society run just and only by these people. Hey, but nothing is so good as having Jesus as your friend.
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After all, his relationships are really strong : Do you think that I have come to bring peace to the earth? No, I tell you,
but division. From now on, five in one household will be divided, three against two and two against three. They will
be divided, father against son and son against father, mother against daughter and daughter against mother.
Nothing like social democracy entering a Nation and turning the entire People against each other.

These Christian guys sure hated their own Mothers. It must have been lovely to hear those charming words every
now and then. From ancient European Spirituality where the Mother was sacred and revered as the source of a
People – to Christianity where she is the root of all Evil . Well, it would seem that in Semitism, the Woman is the root
of Evil – but, notice – the Woman is also the source of Life. Therefore, to Semitic values Life itself is Evil – perhaps
they feel like that because they had no “choice in it”. The idea of falling in Love must be a pain in the ass for Jews
then as well.
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The world is to be destroyed on account of its wickedness and, of course, the only way to save it from wickedness is
to become Christian. Or Muslim, from the Islamic perception. Or you have to be born a Jew. Or, are we to believe
that it simply must happen – no matter what we do? And each generation of Christians believed that the end of the
world was just around the corner. It always fascinated me that the coming of Christ is actually fear inducing because
it’ll announce the Apocalypse as well : sometimes you wonder whether they love the guy or fear the guy. And if they
fear him, why the hell would they want him to come back? Nevertheless, good thing that Oliver Cromwell let the
Jews into Britain because he believed that Jesus would then return faster – Britain has been so blessed ever since
that day – children should be playing with little Cromwell dolls that come with a special “day of the rope set” where
you can hang the bastard.

Again – no Deus Vult Army according to this Church Father . Just like in our modern times, we are all supposed
not to have any weapons, not to defend ourselves, become all One. Why do you think the Jews are disarming us?
Do you want to be Christian or not?  Well then, disarm yourselves – there are no Enemies for you – and even if there
are some who might be hostile to you, who want to kill, rape and murder you : you must love them and pray for them.
You must willingly die at their hands so that the love of Jesus may touch them afterwards. Let the dead bury the
dead. The guy also mentions reincarnation, a subject which we slightly touched upon in the Freemason Useful
Idiots article. But, wait a minute, the average Christian might be confused now : I thought I’ll be in heaven forever ,
he might say! It sure is a random cocktail inside your mind right now, isn’t it?

Finally, he ends with the good and evil thing – free will with choice – ain’t that a nice Kabbalah touch? Why, this guy
might have been the first Crowley in recorded history – and here I thought that the idea of getting the knowledge of
good and evil was a Sin – but, Christians hardly ever experience this “freedom” as they have become the ultimate
Jewish slave following exactly what the Jews have written down for them. This is, mind you, the beginning of the
Jewish choice system written down in the words of an early Christian right here – everything that was European is to
be regarded demonic and evil – everything that came from the Jews is good. Meanwhile, Israel, Yahweh and their
own shit is – yet again – wonderful and excellent.

So, what really changed over the years?  Not much. Christianity began as a hippy movement which managed to
destroy all Civilizations surrounding the Jews. It then disarmed and destroyed all European people – as Europe lost
its strength to resist Evil – Jews introduced Islam and used their Arab brothers to try and conquer us. As that failed,
they changed tactics. They began using us to spread this hippy movement message around the world – carrying
Jews alongside – allowing them to gain influence in every single place of the Earth. Once they established their
control all over the world, it was time to immigrate non-White people into our lands – no matter what the cost was. It
was also time to make the Bible publicly available, because remember, up to the late 1800’s in the Vatican and the
1600’s in other areas, it was forbidden to own a Bible – people had no fucking idea what it was saying. Well, as the
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message got out, the more liberal did Europe become through its various Christian movements and Secret
Societies.

Since pure force was not able to destroy Europe, Christianity, in one of its forms – should do it. After all, it worked in
South Africa and is working in all White Nations so far. But, there is still hope and that is mostly because Europeans
really are not Christians – it is actually a good thing that they never read the Bible and are now able to analyze it,
see what its true message is and see its pattern grow around them. Jews do not hate Christianity, they hate
Europeans. I’ve said it many times before : they made the poison and won’t drink it of course. Since they know it is
poison, they can openly claim they hate it. Besides, if they were to follow Christ, they would have to lose their Jewish
identity – at least according to the version Paul sold to non-Jews. It is actually absolutely irrelevant what the Jews
think about it – what matters is what it has done to us and what it is still doing to us.

You really have to stop caring for Jews and their opinions – look at them as wastes of oxygen, as a biological
cellular failure, as a genetic disorder, as a Virus and Parasite – so everything that comes from them, everything they
say, every opinion they have is useless, dangerous, irrelevant, disgusting, evil. Not giving them a voice, letting them
drown in their own Semitic filth is the worst thing that can happen to them. I have a feeling that installing permanent
mirrors onto their backs and positioning them in such a way that they have to look at their own ugly faces 24 hours a
day would be a fitting torture for them – at least for a little while.  As for Christians, always remember the following
statement from the New Testament – in these words is everything anti-European; it is against our knowledge, our
wisdom, our beauty, the beauty of the Aryan woman must not be preserved by these Words, everything has to
become filth in the Christian and Jewish Jew World Order :
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